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sending away, recalling twenty aides-de-camp without saying
anything to them; enduring heat better than anyone while
appearing to be thinking only of the most sought-after baths;
making light of the cold while appearing not to be able to do
without furs; never wearing drawers, always dressed in a shirt
or a uniform embroidered on all the edges; without shoes or in
slippers with embroidered lappets; without cap or hat, as I saw
him once under fire; sometimes in a shabby dressing-gown,
sometimes in a superb tunic with his three stars, his ribbons and
diamonds as large as your thumb surrounding a portrait of the
Empress: these diamonds seemed placed there to attract bullets;
bent, huddled up when at home, but straight, his nose in the air,
proud, fine, noble, majestic or seductive when he showed himself
to his army, like an Agamemnon among the Kings of Greece.
What then was his magic? It was genius, more genius, and
still more genius, and it was native wit, an excellent memory,
a nobleness of soul, mischievousness without malice, subtlety
without astuteness; a happy mixture of whims which occurring
at just the right moment won him hearts; great generosity,
graciousness and justness in his rewards; much tact, the gift of
divining what he did not know, and a great knowledge of men.
Notwithstanding Catherine's overwhelming political duties as
autocrat of a vast empire—and she performed her duties with
unremitting industry—the remarkable woman found time to
maintain a long and elaborate correspondence with Voltaire
and Grimm, to write a scientific treatise on Siberia, a history
of the Roman Emperors, several dramas, and the libretto of
an opera, set to music by Padre Martini. She wrote in French,
German, and Russian, and was a member of the Academy of
Berlin and a doctor of the University of Wittenberg.
The long correspondence between Catherine II and Grimm
is a touching instance of fidelity and friendship. Grimm visited
St Petersburg in 1773 in the suite of the Landgravine of Hesse-
Darmstadt* He was presented to Catherine, and was received
with great kindness. Catherine wished to keep him at her
Court; but the modest Grimm put aside the brilliant prospect,
and after an argument of an hour and a half with the Empress
succeeded* in maintaining his decision to retain his " peaceable

